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When you talk of winter sports it sounds mighty grand, but give me the sum-
mer.

Just imagine sleighing on a cold winter night, all wrapped up like Esk-

I'm not like the Eskimo, I don't care for ice and snow,

You go flying thro' the snow when it's only two below,
Give me a sunny clime
Gee whiz! you're nearly froze
Those one horse open
But in July or
sleigh rides may be all right for you if you like the sleigh-bells
August you can sit on the sand way down by the restless
chime
sea.
I would rather paddle in my little can-
With a little summer girlie holding your
noe in the good old summer time.
My! but that sounds good to me.
Gee! But I'm Crazy Act 4
CHORUS

Gee! but I'm crazy for vacation time, just

find a country place for me, won't

that be fine
Out with your girl in a boat for two when the moon begins to shine
That's one thing I long for
ggee! but I'm strong for the Summer Time.
TRY THIS OVER ON YOUR PIANO
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YOU CAN'T BEAT AMERICAN LOVE

CHORUS

It's American, It's American, You

Can't beat American love. Now the French, the Scotch, the Irish, the

Yid-dish, Japs, and Dutch, In playing at the game of love they're

Nothing very much, It's the union girl, with the
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